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With the college year a mere
three weeks old, a major new contro-
versy has already blossomed forth
upon the campus - to wit, the case
of the nefarious West Division
Lounge in Old Kenyon. Already a
hotly contested topic due to its
kitschy Early American- - Bad Taste
decor, the lounge has gained even
more infamy since its portals have
been locked, with the only key-hold- ers
being the Independents of
West Division.
Being a naive freshman, I had
expected all sorts of idealistic con-
troversies at Kenyon; after all,
college was where students were
shot at, arrested, beaten'i, and gen-
erally hassled for their strong ide-
ological commitment. So I was
indeed interested in discovering
what kind of injustice it would take
to raise the ire of Kenyon students.
With virtually no background knowl-
edge about the whole mess, and
I
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FOR THOSE of you who are not subscribers to Playboy, the West
Division Lounge offers you the spotlights, glamour, and excitement of
the Key Club, minus the bunnies.
with a desire to get to the bottom
of the affair, I bought a cassette
tape and batteries, and set off to
record the impressions of all those
involved. Wishing to hear all sides
of the issue before I sat down and
wrote what I wanted to say.anyway, I
spoke to Mr. Lombard, Barry Gross
and Peter Williams (renowned presi-
dents of the Peeps and Dekes
respectively,) various other fratern-
ity members, a few sundry Inde-
pendents, and one upperclassman
who would only comment that the
whole thing was a "fascist con-
spiracy."
At the crux of this flaming issue
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Division Lounge. For starters,
some $5800 was spent on this lounge
last year, an expenditure which
was lavish to say the least. Accord-
ing to the Senate minutes of
September 12, the Ad Hoc Committee
on Student Housing had recom-
mended that the lounge be primarily
for the use of the students in the
West Division, although they never
said "exclusive use.' The min-
utes also noted that several people
recalled that, in justifying the ex-
penditure, the college gave every-
one the impression that it was to
be an "all-colleg- e" lounge. This
year after some vandalism occurred
Mr. Lombard reminded the Inde-pen- ts
that they'd have to pay for
anything stolen (i.e. ripped off.
As he explained it, students ration-
alize stealing by using a less evoc-
ative term in describing it.) Ac-
cording to him, some cushions and
a chair were removed from the
lounge, although almost everyone
Li 1
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else told me this was an exagger-
ation, and that only one cushion
was taken (and replaced within a
few days.) The "burglary" seems
to have been only an excuse to
remind the West Division residents
of their liabilities. Why this wasn't
made clear last year is difficult
to understand. Obviously, in a
$5800 lounge it would be rather
easy, especially in an inebriated
state during a party, for someone
to accidentally do a few hundred
dollars worth of damage. The
Independents finally realized this,
and decided to keep their lounge
locked.
Continued on Page 4
r.
AT THE TOP of these cobweb-be- d
wooden stairs in Ascension
lies a tree-shroud- ed observatory.
Is this how Big Brother gels the
dope on you? See story on page
four.




For all you Fall Dance fans, out
there in college-lan- d, there is good
-- but probably old news. There will
be a Fall Dance Weekend this fall.
Scheduled for the weekend of Nov-
ember 12th, no concert is booked yet
but the Social Committee is in the
process of arranging one.
Rick Alles, chairman oftheSocial
Committee, apologizes for the con-
fusion that erupted. He had four
groups for Fall Dance in consid-
eration. They were Boz Scaggs,
Fleetwood Mac, Big Brother and the
Holding Company ( not nearly the
same group that backed up Janis
Joplin) and The Incredible String
Band. Mr Alles, after careful con-
sideration, decided that The Incred-
ible String Band was the best choice
and went ahead with plans for booking
them. The group later had to post-
pone their tour , so Rick then booked
them for the next convenient date
which was December 4th. This is
where the problem arose. What was
to be done about Fall Dance? There
seemed to be three alternatives: get
another group for Fall Dance; have a
Fall Dance with no concert; or bag
Fall Dance completely.
Chuck Barton, this year's IFC
President then spoke out. He stated
that he wasn't against having small
dance weekends and concerts, but
he strongly emphasized the need for
the traditional big dance weekend
in November. The four big dance
weekends were spaced throughout
the year to provide "good releases
when they were most needed." Mr.
Barton believed that a big Dance
weekend with the combination of
concerts, bands, bars and parties
assured a good time, especially
needed in cold, dreary November.
Small weekends are fine, but when
there is just a party or two or a
concert, there lacks the overall
festive mood on campus present
on a dance weekend. He went on to
say thatBig Dance Weekends enabled
the fraternities to make their con-
tribution to the Kenyon social life.
When the light at the intersection
of Middle Path and the path that
leads to Rosse had to be removed
with the tree that supported it, the
administration had to come up with
a solution to the problem of dark-
ness. A pole light of conservative
design will be placed in that area.
This is only being done on a tem-
porary basis. Should the lightprove
unsuitable for practical or aesthetic
reasons it will be returned to the
manufacturer and another solution
will be considered.
-- -
SENIOR offensive lineman, Pres-
ton Lentz, makes one of his many
valiant efforls in an otherwise
disappointing loss to Denison last











Barton, and interested parly, Jim
the Fall Dance crisis last Thursday
A lot of fraternity parties and bars
on the same weekend meant many
opportunities for fun, games, drink-
ing, and other Dance Weekend stuff.
The whole issue over Fall Dance
Weekend has been a big mix-u- p.
As we stated before there will
still be a Fall Dance and with
a concert and the Incredible String
Band concert in December will also
PACC to
Media Strength
The recent conflicts between the
government and the news media will
be major issues to be considered by
the Public Affairs Conference
Center during the course of the sec-
ond semester. The topic to be dis-
cussed by the student seminar, the
Distinguished Visitors in Residence,
and the Conference is "The Mass
Media and Modern Democracy".
Three Distinguished Visitors
have already agreed to participate.
They are Robert Novak, snydicated
columnist, Tom Wicker, associate
editor of The New York Times,
and Professor Martin Diamond,
author of The Democratic Republic.
According to Professor Harry Clor
of the Political Science Depart-
ment, efforts are being made to ob-
tain Walter Cronkite but Mr. Clor
added that there is "only an out-
side chance" that Mr. Cronkite
would be free to come to Kenyon.
The Distinguished Visitors stay here
for two to five days and perform
several functions. They conduct the
student seminar, give a public lec-
ture on some aspect of the PACC
subject, and meet informally with
students and faculty.
LOUDON Wainwrighl (above)
and Jackson Browne performed
Saturday night in Ihe first of the
series of small concerts which the





Rick Alles, IFC president. Chuck
Klein presented their positions on
evening.
go on as planned. The concert in
December will provide entertain-
ment to go along with any frater-
nity Christmas parties.
It would be good to add at this
point that Rick Alles has a lot of
good things to pull out of his bag
of tricks for next semester and that
means more concerts and more fun
in store for all of us.
Ponder
The other maior facet of the
PACC program is the conferecne
which will be held April 27-3- 0. The
conference normally consists of
twenty-fo- ur people selected to re-
present diverse points of view and
professions. The conference usually
includes United States Senators, and
Congressmen, public officials, jour-
nalists, attorneys, community lead-
ers, and academicians who have de-
voted themselves to a study of the
issues. Mr. Clor, the directorof the
PACC, describestheconference as
"a meeting of theory and practice' .
Among those who have already a-gr- eed
to participate in the con-
ference are Congressman Robert
Eckhardt of Texas, Alexander
Bickel, the attorney who defended the
New York Times, Robert Novak,
Martin Diamond, George Reedy, ex-spec- ial
assistant to President John-
son, and Barbara Scott, attorney
for the Motion Picture Association
of America. The conference ses-
sions are private so as to foster
debate but members of the Kenyon
community do have the opportunity
to meet the conference participants
on an informal basis.
tit'
EAtTout hearls out Betas. This
mild mannered Economics prof
can turn into Super Jock al the
drop of a grey flannel suit. See
story on page six.
Page 2
Gucci's to Garbage
Many of you who are privileged enough to attend this col-
legium return home on vacation and brag to your friends who
attend those teeming, filthy universities in the city about the
lovely campus in peaceful, bucolic Gambier. But, what are YOU
doing to add to that beauty? My friends, I contend that you
are not doing a thing which is why the Collegian wishes to take
a firm stand to help stamp out ugliness.
A few more nosejobs, a few more pairs of contact lenses,
some more Brooks Brothers suits, LaCoste shirts, Pendleton
sweaters, or Villager dresses. C'mon, girls, let's set that hair! Is
that so much to ask? Think of the difference it could make. We
could then say that Kenyon had a truly beautiful campus. We
all know that it isn't a matter of picking up beer cans, candy
wrappers, or cigarette filters that make a campus look pleasing.
It's the dress that makes the difference. We know that you
understand this or else you would be cleaning up the garbage
that you leave behind you. We're proud that the students of
Kenyon and the Coordinate College know what really matters,
what is really eternal, and how to set priorities. So, let's do some-
thing about it. If you see someone picking up a can or a piece
of paper, STOP THEM. Tell them not to waste their time and
to start saving their money so that we may all be more physically
beautiful while the lawns and paths look like the wrath of God.
D.L., L.F.
Dance of Death ?
by Brent Stubbins
On Tuesday, September 21, the
United States Senate passed the Draft
Extension Act. Both the Senate and
House versions of the bill discon-
tinue the 2-- S studentdeferment. This
will affect those freshman who are
or will become 19 in 1972.
Upperclassmen, according to the
draft counselor, Chaplain Rogan,
who have a 2-- S will be allowed to
complete their B.A. as long as they
"remain in college in good stand-
ing.''
Those freshman affected are el-
igible to be inducted beginning Jan-
uary 1, 1972. According to a state-
ment issued by the National Select-
ive Service Director, Dr. Curtis
Tarr, there are 1,034,000 freshman
men entering college this fall. Of
these, 80To are not old enough to be
in this lottery. Of the remaining 20
old enough for induction, half will
have lottery numbers above the nat-
ional ceiling. About half of those re-
maining "will be disqualified on
mental, moral, or physical
grounds".
Thus, 50,000 men are directly in-
volved, but "25,000 of these will
probably not be inducted because
of enlistments in regular, reserve,
or National Guard units".
Dr. Tarr explained that students
"if called while enrolled. . . will
be allowed to postpone their in-
duction until the end of the semester
or term' .
Chaplain Rogan clarified thatthis
is only a postponement and not a
reclassification and that "there can
be no further mechanism for delay
when thepostponementrunsout".
One more feature of the bill is
that it removes the 4-- D deferment
for divinity students. The 4-- D is
now issued exclusively to graduates
of divinity school.
Also pointed out was the fact that
the registrar's office has draft re-
gistration forms for those who turn
18 while attending Kenyon.
For those who missed the meeting
of September 13 in Rosse Hall, the
Chaplain wishes to say that the
college did not mail the 109 Draft
Deferment Application forms. This
is to the student's advantage since
once issued a 2-- S even if it was
rescinded a month later, he would
have had his eligibility increased
to age 35. This gives one "the burden
of the 2-- S without the benefits' .
The Chaplain expresses hope for
the future. He hopes that the draft
call will continue to de-escal- ate and
he sees a chance for the draft to
be discontinued by 1973.
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The Revolution to Come
A Feminist Call to Arms
by Cathy Carler
Germaine Greer's book, The Fe-
male Eunuch, is lively, aggresive,
polemical, funny and thought-provokin- g.
Miss Greer is from England
and combines teaching at Warwick
University with television and journ-
alism. This Woman's Liberationist
goes beyond the now-famili- ar de-
mands for equal pay and equal op-
portunity; she calls for revolution,
not reform.
In order to build her case, she
draws a broad, well-writt- en picture
of the position of women: tracing
their cultural history, their phys-
ical and psychological development,
their relationship both to other wo-
men and to men. Her central thesis
is that women have the intellectual
and personal potential of men, but
that they are stunted in their de-
velopment by the roles they are
expected to play and by the atti-
tudes of those around them- - the
psychological equivalent of the
Chinese binding of the feet This
explains why women as a group come
in second to men, and why they are
typically regarded as "illogical,
subjective and generally silly."
Miss Greer holds that not only
are women still in bondage to men
(body and soul) but that they are
also deformed by them: made into
eunuchs. "Female sexuality is both
denied and misrepresented by being
identified with passivity. . .the cha-
racteristics that are praised are
those of the castrate timidity,
plumpness, languor, delicacy, and
precocity." She goes on to say that
"the castration of women has been
carried out in terms of a masculi-
ne-feminine polarity, in which
men have commandeered all the
energy and streamlined it into an
aggressive, conquistatorial power,
reducing all hetero-sexu- al contact
to a sado-masochis- tic pattern."
If you thought that last one was
a bit extreme, you aren't alone.
Such extravagances are inseper-abl- e
from G.G.'s flamboyant per-
sonality, yet they do not discredit
her case, the balance of which is
sensible. In answer to the invariable
by Rick Lesaar
This fall's common-plac- e is that the mood on college campuses has
become one of introspection. Even Time mentioned it, so it must be
blatantly obvious. What isn't so obvious, and what Time failed to men-
tion, are the implications that this shift of mood from activism to in-
trospection betokens.
To distill an idea of Noam Chomsky, what younger Americans are
seeking is quick and final solutions to the country's social ills. If 1960
can be taken as the base-lin- e of significant social awareness and com-
mitment ( for it was roughly then that the nation "discovered" poverty
and roughly then that the civil rights movement began to coalesce) then
a line of frustrated attempts to "move a nation" emerges. The pitifully
limited success of the civil rights movement caused a shift in emphasis
to the Viet Nam war, which by 1964 had become the focal point of the
nation. Four years later, again failing to effect significant change and
again unwilling to devote the sustained effort that would be required,
the draft emerged as the new issue. After two years of insubstantial
effort we turned our attentions to ecology.
The point of this time line is to show that when we are unable to
effect changes both quickly and with finality, we simply say that we
have been directing our energies at the wrong problems, and ride off
tilting after another ill for which we feel certain to have the answer.
But now we seem to be finished with the buck-sh- ot approach to social
change, only to replace it with something, which seems to me, to be
infinitely worse; namely, a spirituality which denies, not the existence,
but the importance of these problems. "Tnstrospection" translates to
a growing interest in Eastern mystical religions and the "Jesus move-
ment," and a corresponding denial of the need to improve man's lot
en masse: to "make gentle" this earth.
And here we have found the most simplistic solution of all. Young
people generally lauded for their ability to see through simplistic rea-
soning, now affect the most simplistic of all reasoning. The mere ut-
terance of an "OM" or the simple pointing of a fore-fing- er skyward
and the world in which we live takes a dream-lik- e quality, encouraging
the myth that if it is forgotten it will disappear. I hold no complaint
against spirituality per se, but only wish to point out that its domain,
..uuf,,,, la uic oymiucu.
need of such spiritual awakening as
icis socn voalirre dy tr. k:-.L- - ...in" u,1Jm " wui
discontents.
Next tune you start to feel introspective you might remember that690 of your tax dollar is spent for defense while only 0.9 is spent
on hunger; that some 10 to 15 per cent of the Viet Nam veterans areheroin addicts; that mere's much much more. But it should
dc uuviuus mat uie answers aren't as simple
mat matter, as simple as you don't
1
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question: what do woman want to be
liberated from, Germaine Greer
enumerates the psychological as
well as the economic trials that
women are subject to. It is under-
stood that for a woman to succeed
she must know how to use her beauty
and charm to her advantage, so that
the rewards due the feminine fall
her way. Miss Greer's reaction to
this truism is bitter.
I'm sick of the masquerade. I'm
sick of pretending eternal youth.
I'm sick of belying my own in-
telligence, my own will, my own
sex. . J'm sick of pretending that
some fatuous male's self-import- ant
pronouncements are the objects of
my undivided attention, I'm sick of
going to films and plays when some-
one else wants to, and I'm sick of
having no opinions of my own about
either. I'm sick of being a trans-- ,
vestite. I refuse to be a female im
remaps no country is in greater
is America, and yet perhaps none
L i . . .act as uie iNo-re- st ih-i- n fnr all ,- -
as you think or, for
think.
r
personator. I am a woman, n;
castrate.' Unhappily, if a woe
should choose instead to break 01
of this syndrome and complete i:
men in professional fields' "i
must not only equal them, she
positively outstrip them, because :
the initial prejudice againsther."
Furthermore, once into the cars:
she faces the liabilities of being!!
male: inequalities in earnings, e
fewer ooDortunities for advaics- -
ment.
critiquo
Miss Greer feels that won:
should avoid marriage, a state
describes as, "free labor exaci:
of right by an employer posses:
of a contract for life, made ou;:
his favor." If the only way to &
olish the double standard is thre
deliberate promiscuity, then S'x i
is the duty of every liberated ft:
inist She reserves some of herir
scathing attacks for the shibbok:
of " security", describing it a
something which a man and a wok
must arrive at privately, if at at
"Ultimately", she concludes, "
women were to realize their to
potential as independent pence
and insist on contributing tfc
special talents towards runnings
world. . . .civilization might be!-towar- ds
maturity instead of anrfe--atio- n.
..."
It is in proposing alternative! ;
the present system that G.G.i
dream runs into difficult
Granted, her inconclusivenessato
the ends of revolution may be jus:-fiable- ;
but if women are going E
employ the means to liberation th;
she suggests (i.e., a mass-wal- k
of mothers) there should be soc
certainty about the ends. In cas
you are wondering who is going J
fill roles of wet-nurs- e, cook, hou-
sekeeper, and companion, the answer
according to Germaine, is the loci
unenlightened peasantry, whocou
be paid to take such chores off if
mother's hands. If this is a blu-
eprint for revolution, then it is strict-
ly limited to the wealthier clas!
and it won't work for long, somed?














Given an assignment to find out
why the astronomy class was unable
to use the Ascension Hall Observ-
atory, I found it was because the
hot air emitted by Ascension's cen-
tral heating system caused shim-
mering heat waves above the buildi-
ng, distorting the potential star-gaze- r's
view. So much for the
article.
But the Observatory itself held
my interest and in visiting Mr.
Thomas Greenslade, the college
archivist, some interesting things
came up.
The Obervatory was one of the
main features in the Ascension blue-
prints. Covered by a wood and sheet
metal dome atop the Tudor tower,
it has a miniature amphitheatre.
A slice of the dome opens and the
entire thing could revolve on wheels
providing a complete starscape.
It has two telescopes. One was
presented to Philander Chase in
1827 by a minister in Suffolk, Engl-
and. It was a terrestrial telescope,
38" long, and with an aperture a
little over two inches in diameter.
A second telescope was donated
Master Coming in Concert
Robert E. Lee Claster and his
Orchestra, Tom Heany, will play
tunes of his own composition, in a
free concert, Sunday, October 3rd,
in the PsiUpsilon lounge. Thepoetry
Workshop is hiring the hall and
Psi U will provide the eats. All are
welcome.
Pressed to comment on his
music, Mr. Claster says, "I like
it." Born Robert E. Lee Claster in
Pittsburgh, (His father, a civil war
nut, thought L'JS. Claster unfair.) in
1956 he taught himself piano and two
years ago a Christmas guitar. He
'ikes listening to his own songs bett-
er than composing them, but eyes
this problem maturely.
Mr. Claster is influenced by Leon
Russell, Paul McCartney, andRandy
Newman, and by the rocking motion
of the printing machine in a Christ-
mas card factory where he was
For the Unusual Shop at
THE WHATNOT







J phoio by Rodnan
Ihe Ivory Tower strictly for the
in 1860 by Peter Neff, who also
donated the stone in front of As-
cension. It had a heavy wooden
stand and was considerably larger
than the earlier one. Both were in
use for a long time, as both
Astronomy and Surveying were
taught at Kenyon.
Mr. Greenslade and his son,
Thomas Jr., have used some of this
equipment in Gambier and found it
to be accurate. Some of the streets
of Gambier were surveyed by the
students taking the surveying
course.
Today the Observatory is empty,
the dome is rusted and rotten and
a few years ago about a foot of
pigeon droppings were cleaned out
of it.
Thomas Greenslade Jr., showed
me the later telescope, although both
are still in working condition. The
brass is tarnished, but the lenses
are completely operative, and it lies
on top of a shelf of lab equipment
with the heavy wooden stand and the
other parts thai have found their way
down to the boiler room in Mather
Hall.
briefly indentured. Though one of his
life goals is to memorize the lyrics
of "Sad-Eye- d Lady of the Low-
lands", he denies Dylan's presence
in his music.
Tom Heany, a "damn fine picker"
accompanies Mr. Claster on the
guitar and dobro, a fretless guitar
that he plays calmly horizontal. The
songs, some written by Claster and
some by his friend Rich Goldman
on da coast, are characteristic of the
late drift in pop music toward sweet
ness and melody. Dylan's voice is
softer, the Jefferson Airplane de-
fected to Crosby, Stills, and Nash.
Everybody's either married or tired
of the sixties of both. If you're
married or tired of the sixties or
both, come. Claster is in the van-
guard and Heany makes toes tap.
(Guitars by Martin and Gibson, piano
by Knabe.)
427-325- 7
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Privileged Few Use $5800 Lounge
Continued from Page 1
This in turn angered the frater-
nities who point out that the Inde-
pendents are getting something for
nothing while they don't, that the
college even cleans the lounge for
the Independents, and that the frater-
nities themselves leave their
lounges (and parties) open, despite
the risk (last week, for instance,
two expensive speakers were stolen
from the Dekes.)
Mr. Lombard contends that
the fraternities have no basis for
complaining about the Independents
getting a free lounge, for the school
would probably help the fraternities
pay for their furniture, if the college
could have more control of the
upkeep of the lounges. And if
the fraternities wanted to lock their
lounges to protect them, they could
do (and have in some cases) except
for the Peeps whose lounge is in the
way of a fire exit.
His first contention is not yet
relevant, for the fraternities seem
willing to continue to pay for their
own furniture. His second state-
ment is noteworthy, however. While
the fraternities could respond in
kind to the Independents, it would
hardly be a move which would aid
school spirit (the close-kn- it Kenyon
community and all that.) It is un-
likely --that they will take this re-
course. So, the result is a bla-
tant inequality, with the fraternities
on the short end. Mr. Lombard
admits this, but points out that it
used to be the other way around,
when fraternities got first pick of
everything, and Independents wound
up living "between johns" and in
other less than desirable spots.
Still, the past is not a means by
which to justify the present.
Practicality is not the issue
here at all. One Deke admitted
that he really didn't want to use the
West Division Lounge anyway, it
was just the principle of the thing.
Moreover, the Independents said that
if one of their number is using the
lounge and it's locked, he'd let in
anyone else who wants to use it,
be he a fraternity member or Inde-








212 South Main St.
Mount Vernon
HELP WANTED
Sparetime or full time oppor-
tunity earn as much as $27.00
per thousand and up thru
mail service, addressing and
or stuffing envelopes, hand-
written or typed. Guaranteed
money making deal. Send
$2.00 cash or M.O. for com-
plete instructions and list of
firms using these services to
. . . C and S Company, Dept.
971, P.O. Box 522, Harrah,
Okla. 73045.
locked. I discovered this when I
went down to take some pictures
of the place.
The fraternities are simply
annoyed because they feel they have
been deliberately kicked square in
the ass by the people who decided
to give the lounge to the Independ-
ents. Many freshmen are going to
see that they can get a free lounge
and not have to pay dues, if they
become Independents. They can
always go to the frat parties if
they want to anyway. At a time
when the fraternities are strug-
gling to keep up, this entire affair
seems to be a pointed attempt to
speed their disintegration. Maybe
the fraternities would be wise to
exclude Independents from fraternity-sp-
onsored affairs; otherwise,
they will lose even more pledges
among the freshmen than in the
past.
To sum- - things up: There is
a definite inequality in that the fra-
ternities have to pay for their own
lounges, while the Independents do
not. Yet the fraternities seem
willing to live with this, so long
as the Independents keep the West
Division Lounge open, just as they
do with theirs.
your Collegian. Put in box
The fraternities have been put
on the spot. The school is saying
to them that it will help pay for
furniture in their lounges, if they
give up some of their autonomy
in running them. Otherwise, so it
is implied, they have no basis for
complaint and mustacceptthe status
quo. Considering all the years
that fraternities have saved the
college from having to furnish
upperclassmen with lounges, this is
unfair.
It is unnecessary to keep the
doors of the West Division Lounge
locked, except during parties (Al-
though any TV or sound system
brought in would have to be pro-
tected. The paintings and potted
plants are probably safe from cov-etousn- ess,
and cushions would not
be all that expensive to replace.)
And finally, either the students
simply misunderstood last year that
the lounge was to be exclusively for
the Independents, or they were mis-
led so that there would be no oppo-
sition to the plans.
Why no one foresaw the whole
mess is a mystery. The next
time any such plans are brought up,
it would be well if everyone payed
closer attention.
-r"'- --"-J--"--r-i-i --
i r n iJ photo byMcDonald
DOES IT SEEM disproportionate thai $5,800 should be spent on ihe
West Division Independent Lounge when there are only 35 Independ-
ents entitled to use it?
Spcrry Topsider's








ll 4 SOUTH MAIN STREET
TELEPHONE: 392-207- 6, 392-208- 6
September 30, 1971
by Barbara
Last Friday, Reverand Frank
Fortkamp, minister at St. Vincent's
Church in Mount Vernon and super-
intendent of the Ohio state system
of prison schools, told the Kenyon
College and Mount Vernon commu-
nity that the rise of violence and
militancy in prisons and correct-
ional institutions around the United
States is a direct result of the warped
rascist attitudes of court and prison
authorities. Blacks are locked up
more quickly, sentenced more
harshly, and released less fre-
quently than any other race. Hence,
the black population rate in
A merican prisons remain at a con-
stant high level. Once in prison,
blacks are discriminated against
quite blatantly. According to Fort-
kamp, Ohio, which commands ap-
proximately 110 of the nation's
incarcerated persons ( the majority
of which are black), is one of the
better examples of the closed-mind- ed
ignorance and antiquated
method which permeate American
penal codes. As an example, one
state penitentiary on the outskirts
of Columbus still maintains sep-
arate toilet facilities for its black
and white inmates. Fortkamp cries
for immediate prison reform!
According to Rev. Fortkamp,
there are three major areas which
civil and church gruops should press
for reform. The first is the screen-
ing of prison guards. Fortkamp re-
fers to the majority of these guards
as "sadistic latent homosexuals'
who, by controlling, beating and
filing very subjective reports about
inmates, become "singificant' in
the American society. They base
their self-importan- ce upon the con-
trol which they have over other
men's lives. Black guards tend to
be the most cruel of guards. In
order to secure success and security
for themselves, black guards must
prove themselves to the white
system in which they want to sur-
vive.
Secondly, Fortkamp advises that
the indeterminate sentence be abo-
lished. In most instances, blacks
ry
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sentenced to say a 1- -5 year pri-
son term serve closer to five years
in prison than do their white
counterparts similarly sentenced.
Thirdly, Fortkamp advises that civil
and church gruops press for in-
creased communications between
the different branches of the penal
system. Judges don'tknow whatwar-den- s
are doing and wardens don't
know what is happening in the cell
block and prison yard. It is up to
the community to pressure the gov-
ernment and prison for reform.
I see the rascism and bigotry in
the American penal system as an-
other symbol of the rascism which
has dominated the American society
since the country's birth. Just as
America has victimized blacks with
discrimination and prejudice, she
has become the victim of that dis-
crimination and prejudice. Pre-
judice breeds misunderstanding.
Misunderstanding breeds ignorance.
Ignorance is father to fear and so
42 men lose their lives at Attica.
Why would the rebels stage a revolt
in the face of insurmountable odds
and resolve themselves to DEATH if
the real issue were 28 demands?
Constantly discriminated against in
the 'free' American society, they
weren't allowed to be men with
control over their endeavors. When
they broke the laws of the society
which suppressed them, they were
thrown into prisons and further
dehumanized. Why should those men
have obeyed the laws of a society
whose promises of the rights and
privileges for all American citizens
had proven to be, for them empty
words? Why should they have been
constrained and guided by a trust
in a society which historically had
only provided them with humilil-tio- n
and dehumanization? Who can
blame menMen for revolting a-ga- inst
that which stripped them of
their humanity. As Soledad Brother,
the late George Jackson states, "I
was captured and brought to prison
when I was eighteen years old be-







1965 2-do- or VALIANT
6 cyl. automatic transmission
excellent motor
Write: 24 Fearn Avenue
Mount Vernon, Ohio 43050
Main Street - Mount Vernon
"' . .. , photo by Hodnan
IS THE SOCIAL center of Gambier about to lose its attraction? The
Gambier Post Office, faced with an overcrowding crisis has, for sev-
eral years, been urging the college to deliver its own mail. They now
service approximately 1000 boxes more than the first class Post Of-
fice in Mount Vernon.
Colonial iHusfic
25 W. Vine, Mt. Vernon
Ph. 392-795- 6
Lee
Xheft shop for gals
the l&tflil shop for guys




Everyone knows that there's been
a widespread fad for a year or so now
with what some might call a serious
development; underground college
catalogs. These will tell you all the
usual things plus more abouta given
college; where to get drugs and just
how easy it is some costs even in-
cluded; sex on the campus; political
attitudes of the students, if any; and
students' views on the departments
of instruction.
The excerpt on Kenyon below is
from one of the best of such guides --T- he
Underground Guide to the Col-
lege of Your Choice, by Susan
Berman. Kenyonities in general
should find it amusing; thefroshand
other neophytes might even find it
a little informative. If this guide
seems to praise Kenyon it should
be pointed out that the editor's
group is from the Berkely crowd-natur- ally,
these people are radically
subjective, and so they're out to find
the mod life styles even more than
real academic quality for many of the
colleges. On the other hand, it is
true that when this guide speaks well
of a college, it does mean something;
unlike the regular catalogs, they
don't speak well of all colleges. For
example, take their predictable
shots at MJ.T.C'Scientific types-absent-m- inded,
red socks and grey
pants, wrinkled cotton shirts. .."),
University of Nevada ("A political
vacuum '1901' times. MilitarySci-enc- e
is required. Even the music
here is 20 years old.' ), or even
Denison University ("Most of the
people on this campus are 1950's
types preserved in butch wax").
With comments like that, you
can be sure that the book is about
as dependable as the 1890 Sears
Catalogue for picking the right col-
lege solely on its advice; but it
does at least capture some of the
lifestyles of each campus. And, even
if its statements about Kenyon may
seem far-o- ff or outdated in parts,
it's still a delightfully amusing vo-
lume.
KENYON is an oasis of turned on




freshmen should take a college prep
major in high school, need re-
commendations from high-scho- ol
officials, good SAT and ACT scores.
60 out-of-sta- te, 15 blacks.
ACADEMIC BULLSHIT:
Kenyon is a small liberal arts
college. The school doesn't require
any particular classes. At the end
of four years you take compre-hensiv- es
in your major. Classes
are small and students and pro-
fessors are very close. Bestdepart-ment- s
are English, Political Science
(most people are traditionalists and
are into the philosophy side of
political science) and Religion. The
students like practically allthepro-fesso- rs
especially Dr. Kullman in
Religion ("he's the charismatic pro-
phet here' ), Dr. Baker in History
("everyone takes his course in Med-
ieval History"), Dr. Haywood of the
German department, and Drs. Crump
and Roelofs of the English depart-
ment. All these professors are real-
ly into their subjects, enjoy them
and pass them on to their students.
PassFail in your senior year.
A Free U called the Experimental
College exists with courses in photo-
graph, jazz and chess.
There are three or four black
courses. "All classes are pretty
heavy on writing papers." Indepen-
dent on the Honors program.
BREAD:
Tuition is $2,635 a year for
men and $2,660 a year for women.
There's a real squeeze financially
so loans and scholarships are very
tight. A number of campus jobs at
average wages.
To make bread, the school in
sists that most of the kids live in
the dorms at $305 a semester-aver- age
cost.
Many have cars and dates are
cheap. Inexpensive clothes are the
rule.
BROTHERS AND SISTERS:
Ratio cats : chicks 5 : 1
This is the first year Kenyon has
gone coed and the cats are very
happy about it. There are a ton of
freaks and even the Greeks don't
look like Greeks. Everyone dresses
casual jeans, button-dow- n shirts,
boots, penny loafers, no one gives a
shit about appearance. Some freaks
have short hair and some Greeks
have long. A turned-o- n group.
There's not much dating since
there are so few chicks. Gambier
is in the middle of nowhere. Sexual
relationships are casual and free.
Most chicks are from Ohio but
aren't backward like most Ohio
chicks when it comes to liberation.
All relationships are free-wheeli- ng
and unstructured.
Fraternities exist but most are
cool and hip. Most of the senior
freaks have gone through dope and
have stopped using it. The freshmen
usually come on big on dope and then
stop using it after a while here. All
types of dope are readily accessible
although you may have to wait two
hours while your order is filled.
Score on campus. The administra-
tion is cool and is just concerned
that drugs may be harmful.
The main hang is the "Coffee
Shop" in Peirce Hall. People go to
Columbus for big-ci- ty fun.
Students are liberals. They have
become radicalized during the past
by Jim Kallsirom and Jim Wright
Was it by fate or by din of his
comic consciousness that Doc Wat-
son gained his auspicious beginning
as a screen star? Surely, we all
thought, the era of the film pro-
ducer gliding from his Duesenburg
to find that one-in-a-mill- ion face
in a ticket line at the Roxy was long
gone. But no! It has happened once
again and we have in our midst a
meteor, as it were; Kenyon' s own
anti-Ry- an O'Neal. Doc Watson. List,
dear reader, and you shall hear how
this man learned, as it is writ in The
Prisoner of Zenda, that "truth, in-
deed, is stranger than fiction".
It was an ordinary day on Long
Island with nothing to mark it but
the exceptional clamor of the film
crews outside. Their noise was in-
terfering with Doc's usual intrepid
game of mah-jong- g, so he went out
on the veranda to investigate. It
was just one of those Volkswagen
commercials that they are always
filming in front of someone' sportico
or another, but today's was excep-
tional. As his eye searched the lawn,
Doc noticed a mysterious midnight
grey Maseratti approaching the
film area. That car made the noise
and, as you will learn, carried the
vehicle to stardom.
Knew
two years with the giving up of booz.
and the inroads of dope. The prt!
sident of the college is a maste
at placating students. "It'stheMag
Mountain, a fantasy insulated worl:
here."
In May of 1970, 1here wasafe
of anti-w- ar activity which include:
teach-in- s and canvassing. C.
structive action.
SURVIVAL:
Easy at Kenyon. People are it.
dividuals, into their own thing aai
there's no peer group pressure,
Contraceptives are available in
town. All survival services arei
Cincinnati and the school's stucfc
health suffices. Chaplain Rogaai;
a very good draft counselor.
ENVIRONMENT:
Mental People talk about st
dent action and read all the usi
freak books.
Physical Fall and spring an
wonderful here. Winter is a cold
muddy, dreary introspective draj.
Lots of trees, greenery ai
squirrels on campus. Very sl:
air and water pollution. Most i
the buildings are Gothic she,
Peirce Hall has a lovely tower th;
stretches upward and has stained-glas- s
windows. Eyesores include it
dorms. "Hall ways in the women';
dorms must have been designedbys
drunk. You run into the walls.'
Reprinted by permission free j
Susan Berman, editor. The Un- - I
derground Guide to the Collect i
of Your Choice. Copyright 1971.
New American Library, Inc. u-
nder Signet labeL New York, N Y
As he stood in wonder at the
intrusion, the door opened and,deu!
ex machina, out stepped not a ma:
alone but a director, who, with a:
Afghan under one arm, a Pekingese
under the other, and an intensely
aesthetic look in his eye, said, i
must have you for my movie'.
Keenly perceiving the jeweled hand
of opportunity knocking at his door,
Doc Watson agreed to visit the studio
for a screen test. Weeks later he
found himself on the set, ready to
film the frames of fame.
Nestled in the unobtrusive lan-
dscape of an automobile graveyard
stood the backdrop for Doc's maids
footage. The camera panned in on a
pot of organic rice and the youngest
star, who, ladle in hand, looked as
if he wanted to steal guns from an
armory and stash them in a coffin.
Then, with gothicpoignance, the lens
retreated to reveal the tableau-- a
commune complete with crucifii
made from an erstaz Edsel and
broken Buick. . . .
Strange, but true! And lo, dear
reader, doubt not that you too, may
some day be approached by a di-
rector ex Maseratti who beckons you
to come to do the dance of life-The- n
follow, follow.
FALL SEMESTER ISRAEL
Brandeis UniversityThe Jacob Hiart Institute
Study centered in JerusalemFebruary-June- , 1972
Limited to 30 students
Juniors, Seniors, and Grad students eligible.
Four coursesHistory, Literature, Archaeology, Bible
Earn 1 6 credits
Knowledge of Hebrew or Arabic preferred
Cost: $2000Tuition, room, board, round-tri- p travel




Growling mp in Oaomlbigr
by Melanie Jackson
On a Saturday morning in early
September, seated in an antique
rocking chair, I interviewed Kate
Allen in her kitchen while she
shelled lima beans and talked about
Gambier and Kenyon, past and pre-sen- t.
Miss Allen lives in the house
her family built in 1910, which is
the white frame house next toDorm-itor- y
Three. Miss Allen herself is
the slender, friendly lady with short
white hair often seen in the village
or at lectures.
Miss Allen arrived in Gambier
in 1907 as a child. Her father served
as the head of the Mathematics
Department for thirty-on- e years,
until his death in 1938. At the time of
her arrival the college buildings
consisted of Old Kenyon, HannaHall,
Ascension Hall, Rosse Hall (funct-
ioning as a gymnasium), and the
Chapel. Hubbard Hall, which has
since burned and been re-bu- ilt as
ROSSE HALL decorated for a dance.
'ave the
Ransom Hall, housed the library.
As Miss Allen remembers it, there
was a faculty house where Leonard
Hall now stands.
There was no dining commons;
students ate in groups at the homes
of villagers. The student body num-
bered about two hundred, and the
faculty consisted mainly of heads
of departments. At the time, the
college farmed acreage around
Gambier--t- o feed its own livestock
and as a means of fund-raisin- g.
The village of Gambier was quite
different at the time. As Miss Allen
recalls, Gambier once supported
numerous small shops, all situated
along Wiggin Street and the section
where Farr Hall stands today. She
can remember a drugstore, a
bakery, two restaurants, a tearoom,
a photography shop, a tailer's shop
and a combination hotel-restaura- nt
called "The Kenyon House,' in
what is now President Caples' front
Otbe fas M
by Jim Lucas and Carl Mueller
He wore an Ilsy Bilsy Teenie Beanie
While mo?t colleges have been quick to abolish institutionalized forms of
freshman hazing, several Ohio colleges persist in their traditional mass
initiation. At Otterbien College a freshman wrote a letter to the editor
protesting the maltreatment of the freshmen. He was especially opposed
to the beanies freshmen wore, and to the eggs which upperclassmen occas-
ionally broke over his head.
Ashland College took this a step further with a week-lon- g "Dink-Traditio- n."
The Freshmen women must bow to upper-cla- ss guys and
the freshmen guys must wear purple and gold beanies. In addition, all
freshmen are required to learn the names of the sophomore class and
senate officers and the Ashland Battle Song in preparation for football
games. Freshmen who do not comply are brought before a Kangaroo
court with upperclassmen as judges.
Out of the Closels and into the Classrooms
The growing Gay Liberation movement at Oberlin is emerging from the
secrecy of the past This fall, the movement will be forming conscious-Wss-raisi- ng
groups, counciling services, educational seminars, and hold-in- g
dances. They have submitted a request to the Dean and the Student
Ltfe Committee that they be chartered as an official student organization.
Tfeir fundamental goal is to oppose the "American glorification of a
sciety based of sexual oppression ," a goal which is "Shared with the
wmen's liberation movement."
Blacks and Puerto Ricans sought by Oberlin
Oberlin graduate Al Wellinton has been appointed as head of a program
to increase Black and Spanish-Americ- an enrollment at Oberlin to 12-1- 5.
Recruiting, he insists, is the key to the plan. To accomplish this goal,
he plans to employ the newlyborn 13 member Black Caucus which repres-
ents eight major urban centers. Under this system, Congressmen will
nominate 10-1- 5 high school students from their districts. For a student
to be admitted, he must meet certain standards, amoung them, he must
duate in the top 15 of his class. With good national exposure, this
Program will surely catch on and spread.
Wooster Panel Grieves Over Injustices
Although many deny that racial problems exist at Wooster College,
a Grievance Panel has been established by the Campus Council. The
pailel will serve to investigate the racial incidents, which are not happening.
"Hey, Joe. one Spenser, heavy on the classical references."
With the growth of several nation-wid- e firms specializing in the
Wr'ting of term papers, there is no longer any excuse for the college
indent to work simply for a grade. The largest of these companies is
'ermpapers Unlimited, founded by Don Stinnit a 25 year old graduate of
.Francisco State. The student is asked to submit the topic, required
'ngth, and to pay S3. 50 per page. In return, he will receive a profession-f'- V
written termpaper. Stinnit rationalized his service by saying that
professor who doesn't know when a student is doing his own workr "hen a professional is doing it for him isn't worth his salt. He deserves
"St he co. c; "Tm lint a rnnntrv bov. I'm not here to
world, I just want to make some money.
yard. Miss Allen explained that such
numerous small businesses thrived
only in the days before students had
cars on campus. Where the fresh-
men dorms are now, was Harcourt
Place, a seminary for young ladies,
attended mainly by faculty child-
ren, which Miss Allen attended
for six years. Bexly was there then,
functioning as an Episcopalian Sem-
inary. The infirmary used to be the
home of the Dean of Bexley. The
land now occupied by dormitories
one, two and three and Gund Com-
mons was woods and fields.
The prevalence of animals at
Kenyon used to be more obvious.
Miss Allen can recall times when
cows made frequent appearances in
Gambier. As a child, she and a
whole group of children used to play
Hide andSeekorKicktheWicket
throughout Gambier, using the oak
tree in front of Rosse Hall as their
base. "The only thing that would
stop any of our games was Mr.
Thompson's cow. Mr. Thompson
would cone to the Oak and say
"cow's out' and we would ask
"Where?" "He'd point in a dikc-tio- n,
and off we'd go." She tells of
one enthusiatic chase which went
through Gambier, including three
flights of stairs. "Bossie avoided
the firt flight, did part of the sec-
ond and walked down every last one
of the third.' Another time, a group
of energetic students 'borrowed' the
cow from the Alumni Inn and man-
aged, one way or another to get
her into the belfry of the chapel
one Saturday night. The following
morning, there were no pre-chur- ch
chimes, but the students got their
just reward. "She was harder to
get down the stairs than up the stairs,
CO! GO! ( 1 0 ! CO!
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THE KENYON POLO Team of 1937
and what she did--t- he boys had to
clean up every bit of it."
Dances in Gambier were held al-
most always in Rosse Hall with
dinner served in the balcony. Girls
from Harcourt attended the events,
under strict chaperonage, after ar-
riving in "tally-ho's"-horse-dra- wn
buses. Dances involved formal
dress, including long gloves, and
dance cards. Miss Allen spoke of
one Sophomore Hop when three Betas
volunteered to decorate Rosse Hall
"We got down there that night,
and I didn't see the three boys but
there was a lot of buzzing. Well,
they were from the city and of course
they didn'tknowposionivyfromany-thin- g.
. .. they'd draped all of Rosse
Hall with it. They were in bed for
two weeks, and of course they missed
the dance."
Then there's the 'umpah' Radford
story. Dr. Radford was a very able
and charming Virginian man, a
member of the Classics department
He had a slight speech impediment,
however, which caused him to say
'urn' before anything else and so
the students nicknamed him.
'Umpah'. For the last class before
Christmas vacation, the students
in his class got together and decided
r--- f
THE FACULTY of the College in
to bring typewriters to class to take
notes on. 'Umpah' started lecturing
and so started the typewriters. Well,
he couldn't be heard, so he stopped,
and so did they. This went on for a
few times until he walked out They
followed him out and said that if he
would come back, they would
promise not to use the typewriters.
He came back in and they sang "For
he's a Jolly Good Fellow" and pre-
sented him with a very nice book
bag."
Miss Allen has not spent her
entire life in Gambier. After at-
tending Harcourt Place, she at-







Cleveland and then the University
of Chicago. For thirty-on- e years
she taught in Cleveland schools,
returning to Gambier for weekends
and vacations not spent traveling.
Miss Allen has traveled extensive-
ly, having been "everywhere except
the Pacific and Ireland." One of
the weekends she was in Gambier
was Winter Dance Weekend 1949,
the weekend of the Old Kenyon
Fire. "I'd come down from Clev-
elandit was a dance weekend. That
morning, early in the moring, Old
Kenyon's bell rang. . . if you live
in Gambier and you are as light
a sleeper as I am and you hear
that bell ring, you know something's
wrong. I went out on the top deck. .
and could see the light in the sky
down there. . . . somebody called
us and said Old Kenyon was burn-
ing. . . we wentdown. . . we watched
the whole thing. When the bell-tow- er
of Old Kenyon crashed in,
people were in tears. It started
round three a.m. ... it was day-
light before we got home.'
Miss Allen is pleased with the
changes in Gambier brought about
by the presence of women: "I'm
just overjoyed with the way the
whole thing has worked out. And











too." Miss Allen had been an en-thsia- stic
supporter of women at
Kenyon to the extent of housing
some of the women from the class
of '73 in her house when Mcbride
was not yet completed. She finds
that the student body, as a whole, has
changed in type. Kenyon has had
in the past a reputation for being
a playboy school a reputation re-
inforced, no doubt by the presence
of a Polo team during the 30's.
"They did have a good time. We
all had a good time. They were
more interested in fraternities and
athletics. You students are far
moreconcerned. . . Middle Path
Day years ago would have been a
few students. . .not many."
She sees more community spirit
and cites the Gambier Community
Party, organized by two women
students, and held last SpringDance
Weekend, as an excellent example
of bringing 'town and gown'
Big Red Batters Booters
by Charlie Capute
Despite the efforts of an aroused
and highly emotional throng of sup-
porters, the Kenyon soccer squad
lost to Denison. From the outset,
the host team from Granville put
relentless pressure on the Lords'
defense. They crossed the ball
extremely well and narrowly missed
numerous scoring opportunities.
Kenyon simply could not control the
ball in the Denison half of the field
and never did find outhow good their
goalie is.
The tempo of the game was set
when "Dee's" first shot of the game
smashed against a post. They were
similarly frustrated several times
in the first half of the game as they
did everything but score. The
second half was less exciting from a
Kenyon rooter's point of view. Early
in the third quarter Denison rammed
in a loose ball at the Kenyon goal
mouth and the outcome was never
in question again. Fullbacks Bob
Z oiler, Mike Bloom and Eric
Mueller performed admirably under
constant harassment from the
Denny-d- o line. The defense did a
remarkable job of keeping it close.
Later in the third quarter Denison
executed a pretty goal on a long cross
pass to the goal mouth and a well
placed head shot. The score re-
mained 2-- 0 until the final gun.
There were a few bright spots in
this otherwise dismal Saturday
afternoon for the Kenyon soccer
team and its fans. Neil Bloomberg
looked tough in a brief stint in the
fourth quarter. The irrepressible
Preston Lentz got smashed twice by
a behemoth Denison halfback but
"bounced"back. Coach Zak did not
have a single technical foul called
on him. The defense responded
well to relentless pressure. Mike
Miller had the blondest hair on the
field. Finally a word of praise must
be extended to the Lord halfbacks:
Ted Smith, Jimmy Hodge, and Lentz





BARCLAY AND BEHEMOTH look
Co-Joc- ks
by David Lopalio
The little known Kenyon Coordin-
ate
is
College Field Hockey Team
opens its 1971 season Saturday
when it journeys to Muskingum to
play at the unearthly hour of nine
thirty a.m. A big crowd is expected,
composed mostly of lechers.
The team, coached by Mrs.
Kelley, has high expectations as a
quantity of new faces has turned out
to bolster the team. A winning,
season would be a big lift to the
team, since hockey is a young sport
at Kenyon and many would like to
see hockey stick.
A rundown of positions reveals
the team' strengths and weaknesses.
Center Forward Ginny Buermann is
a hard driver and a sharp play
maker. Wings Lucy Brown and Sally a
Pittman can fly. Inners Robin Smith
and Kim Mayhew anchor the front
line. Halfbacks Vickie Dapper, Jane
Macintyre and Melissa Slaton plug
RoadsSchola
Friday, October 1st
Grendal's Lair in Coburn Hall
ALEa
to Sell by Alex Bevan
; ... j





on as London strains for ball.
Ready
the holes in the line. The backfield
beefed up by the presence of
Barrie Byrnes, a Freshman, atLeft
Full. Shami Jones is the other Back.
Goalie Libby Arnold is a fearsome
sight in-h- er padding and mask. Some
predict she'll be the Dick Butkus of
Field Hockey.
Many Freshmen contribute to
the team's depth, butthatcould mean
the team will suffer from inexper-
ience. Although many talented ind-
ividuals play on the team, Coach
Kelley's problem will be trying to
improve passing and play execution.
The defense looks a little shaky.
The fraternities have a better rush.
The team seems optimistic and
high spirited in spite of its weak-
nesses. Perhaps when they get
locker room the whole outlook will
change. One never knows. At any
rate, the team faces a battering six






8:30 p.m. upstairs Coburn
11:00 p.m. Grendal's Lair
by Bob
From across the room during
the Economics department meeting
of the Orientation program, a student
in cut-o- ff jeans and a toga shirt
sprang from his seat as Professor
Brehm concluded his talk. No,
stepping up to the rostrum was
Professor Alan Batchelder, whose
ensuing talk sold a good number of
the people present on Economics
1-- 2. Again in Philomathesian Hall
three weeks later, the same Pro-
fessor Batchelder gave a vivid pre-
sentation of global economics to
an assemblage of Gambier residents
attending the second Nixon lecture;
bunny rabbit, raccoon hat et al.
Two days earlier the forty-ye- ar
old father of four had scorched
18 miles of road in winning the
Gambier-Nelli- e Invitational Trot
Jeff Walker of Kenyon took second
place but was trailing by two miles
when the fleet Batchelder crossed
the finish line. Jeff looks forward
to a rematch when he's in better
shape. Two other faculty members
Messers. Tretheway and Youngs,
also tackled the arduous course.
Mr. Batchelder, however, stole the
show, averaging 6:40 a mile (which
over 18 miles is not too bad.) Al-
though he has been running regularly
for years, Batchelder does not run
10-2- 0 miles a day, as is common
supposition. Five miles a run, two
or three times a week is closer to
the truth. And long distance is
not his specialty; only three times
in his life has he run over 11 miles
- the recent Invitational, a pre-
paration run the previous week and
when he competed in the 1964 Boston
Marathon. Those who have seen him
furiously pumping his bicycle around
campus, careening across the ice
in winter, orange scarf trailing be-
hind him, or shooting over Middle
Path in the spring (and on occasion
colliding with Ascension Hall), re-
alize the substance of his physical





"Everyone wouldn't be so gro -- .
If they'd give up spectator sK.
for active participation." Andc
tally vital also, having written
economics textbook, "The Ecc
nomics of poverty' , with a
contract for a second, about 5,
third finished. Batchelder is --t.
currently working on a chapter'
a book being edited by New y
r
--J photo by Rod:-- :
Times economist Edwin L. Dale J:
And speculation has arisen thii
may have penned the thought-pr- :
voking, "A RADICAL'S GLIDE "
ECONOMIC REALITY" under:
pseudonym Angus Black. Butth;
only speculation. Mr. Batchsi
has been elected to sit on the Bee
of Trustees of Ohio Wesleyanl--versity- ,
where he attended and In:
taught
Mr Batchelder generate::
intense alacrity which makes i;:
challenge to keep up with him or.?
'road or in class, one that is t
to turn away from. And the e
certainly isn't grouchy.
and Tapes
